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FAIRFIELD'S ENRON TIES
BY SUSAN KEANE

Fairfield University is again making national news,but this time ifs been
tied to one of the most scandalous news
stories in headlines today.
Joseph F. Berardino, a Fairfield University graduate and current member of
the university's board of trustees, is chief
executive for Arthur Andersen, one of
the largest accounting firms in the country and also the same firm that audited
the financial statements for Enron.
Berardino graduated from Fairfield
in 1972 as an accounting major. Upon
graduating from the university,
Berardino went on to a job at Arthur
Andersen, where he worked his way up
the ranks, eventually becoming head of
the firm.
Enron, one of Andersen's largest clients, is the energy giant that allegedly
overstated profits by hundreds of millions of dollars and is currently the largest bankruptcy scandal in the nation.
According to an article in USATo-

day, Berardino was subpoenaed by the
U.S. Senate to testify on the alleged
document shredding concerning Enron
records.
Berardino also went before Congress in December acknowledging the
fact that Andersen did make mistakes in
some of its
accounting
practices.
Due to
the generosity the university has
received
from Arthur
Andersen, a
multimedia
—classroom in
the business school was recently named
after the firm. Also, the university recently began the Arthur Andersen Fellows program that recognizes faculty for
their achievements.
Berardino, according to Fairfield
Now, recently donated over $500,000 to
the university and commented to the
magazine about his Fairfield University

experience.
"I graduated from Fairfield a
wealthy man, because I had an education paid for by my parents," he said.
"I may not have had a lot of nickels
in my pocket, and my jalopy may have
needed a few repairs, but I had something far
- more valuable. Jesuit
education
taught me to
think
broadly, to
aim for integrity, and
to make
--;'
"••; ~~~
;~ thinking of
others part of
my lifestyle."
Bernadinobecameamemberofthe
board of trustees in October of 1999 and
has been actively involved in university
activities such as alumni fundraisers.
In a recent article in TheNewYork
Times, Fairfield University President
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. described
Berardino as a careful planner who will
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face the scandal head on.
"He'll go at it very carefully,"Father Kelley told the Ti'mes."He'll go
about it very, very thoroughly, and he
won't be afraid to act."
The Times articles also described
Berardino as a man who has faced many
challenges in his career such as challenging chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission Arthur Levitt, concerning the limitations on accounting
firms to work as consultants where there
is a possible conflict of interest
Many students were surprised at
Fairfield's connection to the news and
understand Berardino to be an asset to
the university.
"Although I don't know much about
Enron,Ido think thatBerardino has done
a lot for the university in terms of
fundraising/'saidTodd Fratar, '03.
Shane Fennessey, '03, agreed."A
fewfriends of mine who have graduated
have gotten jobs at Andersen in the last
few years and I know that Berardino
likes to hire university graduates."

.M

Glass ceiling?
BY SUSAN KEANE

New Campus Center. New library
addition. New science labs.
It is hard to miss the many changes

that are taking place all over Fairfield
University. But there is one thing on
campus that hasn't changed with the
times; the overwhelming dominance of
males in decision-making roles on campus.
From
the FUSA
presidentto
the university president, to all
five of the
university
vice-presidents, the
top people
who have
the most influence on
the direction
of Fairfield
University
are all male.
Eleven of
the top 12
administrators are

Male heads outnumber women despite
55% female undegrad enrollment
men
If you go down further into the administrative ranks and include the assistant vice presidents plus the deans, 16
of the 23 top administrators are men.
Yet the handful of women who hold
high-ranking positions do not feel that
hiring decisions are gender related
AssistantVice President of Student
Resources Susan Birge said/This is not
a gender issue. The decision makers at
this university are here because they are
qualified and intelligent, not because
they are male or female."
Dr. Mary Frances Malone, the lone
female associate vice president, agreed
"The only vice president's position open
(recently) was that of academic vice
president in 1999. The University hired
Korn Ferry, an international search firm
to conduct the search/'she said "They,
working with the search committee, presented the best person" Orin Grossman,
formerly dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, got the job.
Butmany other colleges anduniversities have managed to hire women into
higher administrative positions. Numer-

ous schools, including the University of
Pennsylvania, Duke, Brown and Ithaca
all have women presidents. Until recently, Jesuit schools had to have a Jesuit president, but a recent hire at
Georgetown broke that tradition.
Many Fairfield students said that
they were unaware of the male dominance at the top administrative levels.
Students hadmixed views on theimportance of the male imbalance in top jobs.
"I don't really care that it is mostly
men. As long as they are workingto their
fullest potential,itshouldn'tmatter their
gender/'said Krissy Fitzpatrick '03.
Chris Calamera, '02 believes that
more women in the top ranks of the administration are important " I feel that
gender diversity in the administration
would open up new doors to creative
thinkingthattheschoolhasnotseenyet"
Others agreed with Calamera.
"Men make decisions differently then
women, and a women's input into major decisions is extremely important"
said Erin Curtin '03.
SEE
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Four area residents recieve FairfielcTs
Martin Luther King Jr. Vision Award
PRESS RELEASE

Four area residents will receive Fairfield University's Martin Luther King Jr.
Vision Award during a program that honors the slain civil rights leader on Thursday, Jan. 24 at 3:30 p.m. in the Regina
A. Quick Center for the Arts. The recipients are Rev. John S. Kidd of Fairfield and Rev. Phyllis J. Leopold of
Stratford, for their work with
the Council of Churches of
Greater Bridgeport; Richard
Fuller Sr. of Norwalk, for his
leadership with the George
Washington Carver Foundation, Inc. in -Norwalk; and
Andre C. Willis of New Haven, for his contributions as an
educator.
The award recognizes
their "tireless effort to instill
and inspire the teachings and
ideals of Martin Luther King
Jr. in today's youth." Patricia
J. Williams, J.D., and James
L. Dohr Professor of Law at Colombia
University.School of Law and a widely
published author, will speak on "Seeing
a Color-Blind Future." The program is
open to the public.
Executive Director of the Council

sulted in two-thirds of the participating
students receiving post-secondary degrees or diplomas.
Andre C. Willis, an instructor in religious studies at Fairfield University
who is completing his doctorate at
Harvard University, has spent much of
his teaching career helping young people
learn about the African American experience.
At the College of the Holy Cross in
Photos: Public Relations
Worcester,
Mass., he taught
courses in "African American
Religious Strategies" and "Vii!
sions of Community in AfriRichard N. Fuller Sr.
can American
Religious
Thought" and
and dia- George Washingwas named the
ton
Carver
Founlogue led
W.E.B. Du Bois
dation,
Inc.,
in
to
the
Rev. Phyllis J. Leopold
visiting
InstrucBridge Norwalk since
Rev. John S Kidd
Building 1978, where he has helped thousands of tor there. He was a Teaching Fellow both
urban youth develop their job and study in Yale University's philosophy departInitiative.
Rev. Leopold has served as director skills, self-esteem, knowledge and con- ment and at Harvard College where he
of the Bridge Building Initiative since fidence needed to reach their full poten- was the Head Teaching Fellow for Pro1999, organizing, marketing, and imple- tial. His efforts to bring hundreds of ur- fessor Cornel West.
Dr. Willis is the author of the book,
menting 50 "Community Dialogues" ban minority students to tour historically
that engaged over 1,000 participants. Black and Connecticut colleges has re- "Faith of our fathers: African-American
Men Reflect on Fatherhood."
of Churches of Greater Bridgeport since
1983, Rev. Kidd led the Council's efforts
in 1995 to bring religious and community leaders together to address the issues of segregation in Connecticut raised
by the Sheff vs. O'Neil case. The
Council's efforts to engage people from various
religions and backgrounds in relationships

The dialogues have helped to heal racial
and religious divisions. Under her leadership, the Bridge Building Board expanded from six community advisors
and six dislogue facilitators to 15 advisors and 100 facilitators from diverse
backgrounds.
Richard N.
(Fuller Sr. has
served as executive
director of the
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An assult occurred at the Village Complex.
One student involved required medical treatment. Fairfield police were called and the case
was referred to judicial.

Saturday, January 19
12:19 a.m

Narcotic Violation at the Townhouses. The
case was referred to Judicial.

9:27 a.m.

Vandalism was done to university property at
the Village Complex.

ASSISTANT EDITORS
NEWS: Susan Keane

A university tree was cut down and
found on a townhouse porch. The case
was referred to Judicial

SPORTS: Mike Pignataro
COPY EDITING: Christina Bertuca
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Kevin Nolan, Laura Pfeifer, Kim Reidy, Tim Sheehan, Rita Verdirame, Amy Torchen,
Scan Toolin, Lisa Zaccagnino

Sunday, January 20
2:49 a.m.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Kristia Janowski, Mercedes Verina, Amy Womack
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Mail: Box AA, Fairfield University
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the Barone Campus Center
E-mail address: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
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Students art allowed to take one copy
per week as! part of their subscription.

Affiliated with:

A student threw a snowball from a car threw
at a security vehicle. When the car was pulled
over, the passengers were found violating uni
versity narcotic rules. The case was referred
to judicial.

Monday, January 21
2:17 p.m.

A keg was reported stolen from a car parked
at the Townhouses. It was later found empty
in the Quad area.
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FUSA Internal Executive Assistant Resigns
Ken Dunaj leaves to student teach
versity community by overextending
myself," Dunaj said.
"I think that Ken made a wise deciFUSA's highest ranking unelected
official resigned this week, citing in- sion," Piagentini said, "because he's gocreased time commitments due to his job ing to be very busy with his new job.
as a resident assisPhotpiJoshO'ConneU We'U miss him
greatly, betant and his new
cause
he
internship as a student teacher.
worked hard
Kenneth R.
and was very
dedicated."
Dunaj, '02, forOverall,
merly the Internal
Dunaj said that
Executive Assistant in the Joeseph
it has been a
Piagentini admin"very quiet
istration, had been
year"
at
involved
with
FUSA, but
also voiced
FUSA since his
sophomore year.
concerns over
the future of
He was elected to
the organizathe senate as a juntion.
ior, and in that po"Governsition co-wrote
ment could alFUSA's new conways be doing
stitution
and
a better job, it's
served as an elecwhether you
tion commissioner
have the qualibefore helping
F 5 to
,,
FUSA Bigb Wig& Ken Dunaj resigned.
fied
peQple
manage the camBY ETHAN FRY

paign of current president Joe Piagentini.
"I realized that being a student
teacher and an RA takes up a lot of my
time. I don't think I could serve the uni-

there to do it," he said. "Some people
feel that they can get elected and then
not do anything."
"There were a lot of people elected

'Boys Club' exists, but only at
faculty head level
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Sarah Courtney '03, added, "It is
disappointing that a university such as
Fairfield that stresses equality and diversity would not seek out qualified women
for administration."
While students may be unaware of
the situation, many faculty members especially women said the issue is often
discussed.
A statue that rests
on the stairs in
Bellarmine Hall pictures three men, in
suits, deep in discussion. Many women
faculty members see this statue, depicting only men, as the perfect picture of
the way decisions are made at Fairfield
University.
The tradition of a "boys club" at the
top may stem from the fact that until the
1970s, Fairfield University was an allmale institution. Although men have
been running Fairfield University since
the beginning, more women do hold
such middle level positions such as director of admissions.
At the student level, no woman has
served as president of FUSA since the
school went co-ed 30 years ago. For the
past two years a woman hasn't even run
for FUSA president. Other schools such
as Villanova and University of Pennsylvania currently have female student
body presidents.
Fairfield has 55 percent women enrolled in the university at this time. For
some students this means that now more
than ever there should be more highly

ranked women administrators.
The issue of gender equity made
people nervous. Several faculty members that were contacted for comment on
this issue refused to be quoted in this article. Even some students were hesitant
to comment on this issue.
Yet University President Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. was open and
comfortable in discussing this issue.
Father Kelley said he
has attempted to seek
qualified women, and
even had the national
search firm develop a
list of women for the academic vice
president position. But when it came
down to his decision, Kelley felt that the
best candidate for the job was Grossman.
"I wanted to find the most qualified person for the job and the best fit for
Fairfield at the time," said Kelley.
One female faculty member, who
asked not to be identified, wondered,
"Who do women students have to look
up to? The more women that are in powerful positions on this campus, the more
female students will have a positive
woman role model that they can relate
to."
However, Birge said the role models already exist.
"Regardless of who makes the decisions, there are plenty of women on this
campus that can serve as role models.
In fact, there are phenomenal women on
this campus that have a great deal of interaction on a day to day basis with the
students that top administrators don't
have."

3ANDERSEN

when I was a senator who didn't represent the student body well," he
added. "Does FUSA properly represent the students? Yes, but not to the
extent that it should. We don't have
the pull and political clout that we
should. At times, I feel like FUSA is
not taken seriously by the administration. FUSA needs leadership in the
future that will stand up to the administration."
Piagentini said that even FUSA
must deal with its limitations. "FUSA
does represent the student body," he
said. "We're elected by the students
and we work-hard as a team to get
things done for the students, but there
are just some things that we can't do."
Dunaj commented that his personal
style has prevented him from seeking
higher office in FUSA. "I believe I was
qualified to run for FUSA president or
senate vice president. The reality of it is
that I speak my mind, I always have, and
people don't like that, apparently."
Dunaj also commented on the constitutional crisis that surrounded the
FUSA Programming Board's activities
in organizing the 112 concert.
"Yes, there were violations of the
Constitution," he said, "but it's important to remember that there was a lot of
confusion at the beginning of the year

FUSA President Joe Piagentini
because of the new constitution. I think
that the programming board was just trying to do their job, because the university requires programming on the weekends. It wasn't constitutional, but by university standards they had to do what
they did. Essentially, it was a Catch-22."
Piagentini also suggested that the
days might be numbered for the position
of Internal Executive Assistant in FUSA.
"I haven't decided what to do yet,"
Piagentini said. "People are showing a
lot of interest, and I'll make a decision
soon on whether to fill the position or
let it go."

Sex and the college
Here is a breakdown, by sex,
of 21 top administrators at Fairfield.
University Position
President:

Aloysius P. Kelley

Vice President:
* Academic VP
* VP Finance, Treasurer
* VP Info Services, Librarian
* VP Student Services
* VP University Advancement

Orin L. Grossman
William J. Lucas
James A. Estrada
William P. Schimpf
George E. Diffley

Associate Vice President:
* Associate Academic VP
* Associate AVP for Enroll. Mgmt
* AVP For Finance
* AVP Campus Planning/Operations
* AVP For Development
* AVP For Public Relations
Assistant Vice President:
* Assistant Academic VP
* Assistant VP for Student Resources
* Assistant VP for Student Services
Deans:
* College of Arts and Sciences
* Dean of Freshman
* Dean of Students
* Dolan School of Business.
* Graduate School of Education
* School of Continuing Education
* School of Engineering
* School of Nursing

Females

Males

Mary Frances A.H. Malone
R. Edwin Wilkes
Michael S. Maccarone
Richard I. Taylor
Fredric C. Wheeler
Douglas J. Whiting

Georgia F. Day
Susan Birge
James D. Fitzpatrick

Timothy L. Snyder
Debnam Chappell
Mark Reed
Norman A. Solomon
Margaret C. Deignan
Edna A. Wilson
Evangelos Hadjimichae
Jeanne Novotny

Access The Mirror 24/7/365.

www. fairfieldmirror. com
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WANTED:
Jobs for Seniors
BY SEAN TOOLIN

With the state of the economy today, students need information to effectively guide their job search. Companies
are laying off employees by the thousands, but doing so does not mean that
the same companies are not hiring.
Many companies who are
"downsizing," are merely decreasing
their pay scale. For instance, many employees being laid off are in higher, better paying positions, which the company
seeks to replace with younger, less expensive talent.
However, companies are being less
active as they look to fill certain positions. The prospective applicant must do
the work in making their connections.
Many students are worried about
entering the job market right now. "If
the economy stays the way it is, I fear
competition will be really fierce and entry level positions will be difificlut to
get," said Kelly Hamer, '02.
Because of such student concerns,
Career Planning has decided to have a
special panel entitled, "Seeking Employment in a Difficult Economy," to inform
students as to their opportunities. The
panel will be held Jan. 30 from 6:30 p.m.
to 8 p.m. in the Barone Campus Center,
Oak Room.
"Our prospects are just as good as
those who graduated two and three years

ago," said Michael Dalton, director of
Career Planning. "There are jobs out
there, but students this year have to be
more proactive than was needed in past
years."
The panel will include specialists to
explain the economy and what students
can do to better position themselves
amongst the competition.
Dr. Mark LeClair, Associate Professor of Economics, will explain the
economy now and where it is headed.
Also on the panel are: John Galvin, vice
president of JP Morgan Chase; Joe
McGee, vice president of Southwestern
Area Commerce and Industry Association of CT; Rev. Tom J. Regan S.J., associate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences; and Denise Henry Suarez '91,
formerly vice president of News
America Marketing.
The overall job market is different
than the college/university employment
market. Television and newspapers do
not always specify between the two,
which may cause greater confusion to
students.
"Employment is a lag effect of recession," said Michael Dalton "As the
state of the economy gets better, we will
see more jobs opening up."
"I am not too concerned about entering the job market after graduation,"
said Loretta Bender, '02. "I already have
four possibilities lined up."

LOOKING FOR A JOB OR

NEWS

Seniors beware
Pay up before
you graduate as
security cracks
down on
chronic
violators
BY JEN PESAVENTO

It's early May of your senior year.
The sun is shining, the grass is green,
and you are anxiously anticipating
graduation. Suddenly you are told you
are not allowed to graduate from Fairfield. Shocked, you ask why, and realize the reason behind it is...unpaid parking tickets.
For the new semester, the university security will crack down on parking violators and remind them of the
rules established in the handbook. Any
person who violates the law more than
five times gets their car towed, as well
as a $50 surcharge in addition to the
regularly published fine; there's no passing go, no collecting $200. This time
Travel to F
SWF seeks
For Sale B}

"•ACT FAST! SAVE $$$, GET A
COUPON... GO TO
SPRINGDICOUNTS.COM OR CALL
800-584-7502.
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from $459. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group - earn FREE trips
plus commissions! Call 1-800-GET-SUN-l

DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A
FUN AND DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT?
LOOK NO FURTHER!
Leading Executive Search firm seeks a
detail oriented, computer proficient
individual to assist in the areas of internet
research, database management, special
projects, as well to aid in supporting the
company's most strategic agendas. If you
have strong interpersonal and administrative skills, an energetic disposition and a
self-driven attitude, we would like to
speak with you. Please fax resume to
(203) 961 -7001, or
email ll@rmginc.net

Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $179 one way plus-tax. Other
world wide destinations cheap. Book
tickets online www.airtech.com or (212)
219-7000.

LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum qualification Red Cross Senior Life Saving
Certificate. One season experience as
working lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call 203-531-7480
for interview.

BABYSITTER - Weston. Reliable,
conscientious, prompt babysitter needed 1
evening every weekend. Mostly Friday, but
some weeks Saturday. Must provide
own transportation. Verifiable references
imperative. $10/hour. 203-454-0121.

Over 75 companies speaking with students about
Careers in Psychology, Communications,
Business, Science, Government and Nursing

How do I present myself to the
employers? Attend one of the
following workshops:
January 28th @4:00 BRCC 200
February 4th @3:00 BRCC 200

CLASSIFIERds

""ACT NOW! GUARANTEE THE
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS. REPS
NEEDED... TRAVEL FREE, EARN
$$$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-38-8203/
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

ATTEND THE CAREER FAIR
Wednesday, February 6th, 2002
Alumni Hall 12:00 3:00

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

Spring Break Tickets!
Get a FREE MTV audience ticket to
select shows when you book your Spring
Break through StudentCity.com! Go to
MTV.com or call StudentCity.com at 1800-293-1443 for details! Tours and
tickets are limited.

SPRING BREAK

I k.

A

. Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas & S.Padre

' www.studentexpress.com

All majors and all classes welcome

around, they mean business. Last year
they towed 195 cars, and as much as they
don't want to, they have no troubles doing it again.
"Towing is a bit extreme because
sometimes you really do need to get
somewhere in a hurry," said Michael
Brosnan '03, "but repeat offenders almost ask for it. It's a pain when you can't
find a spot in a place where you're supposed to park because someone is there
illegally."
So what exactly is a parking violator? As your car is registered, it is designated to a specific color-coded parking
lot, and it must always be parked there.
If it is found in another area, including
near the School of Business or the Quick
Center, it will be ticketed. The other way
to be an offender is if you are a freshman
with a car on campus. There are no ifs,
ands or buts about it; it is not allowed.
For this school year, the university
has created almost 100 new parking spots
for the convenience of the students.
"If we didn't have the bark behind
the bite, the parking situation would not
be what it is," said Associate Director of
Security Frank Ficko.
"I can see why security wants to
crack down, but parking is so limited that
sometimes you can't find spots even in
your designated section. Violations aren't
always just black or white, so towing
seems like too much," said Becky
Hilliker '03.

L

Call Now: 1-800-787-3787 ,

SPRING BREAK
Last Minute Specials...
Save up to $100 per person!!
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Florida
Organize Your Group and Travel Free!!
Student Travel Services
Call 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Spring Break Super Sale!
Book your trip with StudentCity.com and
save up to $100 per person to Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamiaxa, Padre and Florida. Most
popular student hotels includeing the Oasis
and the Nassau Marriot Crystal Palace!
Prices start at $399! Sale ends soon! Call 1800-293-1443 or go to StudentCity.com!

SPRING BREAK 2002
Florida
» Moral

FREE HkMh for Unllad TkMl
Foe Dalait and tha Baa datat "^
jrtafc «rwwjw»iplaihto« reborn
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Recognizing King's dream
BY JUSTIN NOEL SHIMKO
OKLAHOMA DAILY

NORMAN, Okla. — When the U.S.
Senate finished voting on the bill Oct.
19,1983, the total read 78-22 in a somewhat quiet floor. The lack of any sense
of victory or defeat was no surprise after then-Vice President George Bush
warned against any emotional response.
Coretta Scott King, Martin Luther King
Jr.'s widow, watched from the gallery as
the Senate did what seemed like an impossible task.
Two weeks later, President Ronald
Reagan signed a bill that was 15 years
in the making. The bill made the third
Monday in January Martin Luther King
Jr. Day.
"We owe this special recognition to
black Americans who have suffered so
much," said then-Majority Leader
Howard Baker Jr., R-Tenn., to the Senate during debate of the bill. With the
vote, King's birthday became the 10th
federal holiday and only the second federal holiday for an American.
On Aug. 2, 1983, the House cast its
15th vote on the bill. The vote ended
years of work Rep. John Conyers did to
make this dream of his a reality.
"I thought it was appropriate to do
the highest government act to remember the leader of the most important issue of the 20th century," Conyers, DMich., said, recalling why he submitted
the legislation originally on April 8,
1968.
On April 4, 1968, King was standing on the balcony of the Lorraine Mo-

tel in Memphis, Tenn., to help lead a protest for sanitation workers to raise wages
and improve work conditions. James
Earl Ray shot and killed King from a
nearby hotel. Four days later, Conyers
appeared before the House to establish
King's birthday as a federal holiday.
Conyers did not want to present this legislation until he had permission from
Coretta Scott King.
"I called her originally to make sure
she approved of making the holiday,"
Conyers said. "She didn't think it could
pass, but she said OK."
From that day until Aug. 2, 1983,
Conyers fought to establish the holiday,
against criticism about the economic
implications and supposed connections
of Martin Luther King Jr. to the Communist party. Allegations about King's
involvement with the Communist party
existed while King was alive. They grew
more when Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C,
used the allegations as a reason to reject
the bill. Nothing was found to prove
these allegations because all of King's
FBI files were sealed.
Other congressmen brought up economic problems connected with the
making of the federal holiday. The figure of $ 18 million a year echoed around
the House floor from the Congressional
Budget Office. Conyers said he wanted
to look at the holiday as more than just
dollars lost.
"A holiday always affects the economic system when businesses are
closed and you have to look at whether
the significance of the holiday is important enough to do that," Conyers said.

Despite efforts at the time, the
House rejected the bill. With each new
session, Conyers, with the support of
Rep. Shirley Chisholm, D-N.Y., would
present the bill to the House. On March
25, 1970, Conyers and Chisholm presented 6 million signatures on a petition
to start hearings to study the possibility
of the King holiday.
Later that year, California became
the first state to pass legislation making
King's birthday a holiday. By the time
the federal government voted on the
measure in 1983, a number of states, including Oklahoma, had already declared
it a state holiday.
On Jan. 25, 1983, Conyers presented the legislation once again. In June,
the Census and Population subcommittee heard the bill. They referred it to the
House Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service in July.
Despite the victory in the house,
there still was opposition from the Senate. Helms was the main opponent of a
King holiday because of the allegations
of Communist involvement.
Members of the Senate considered
the bill on Oct. 5. It was later withdrawn
from the Senate. Two weeks later, on
Oct. 18, the Senate considered the bill
again. After two days of debate, and 13
amendment proposals, including one by
then-Sen. David Boren of Oklahoma, the
Senate voted. When the tally was announced, the chamber remained quiet.
For Conyers, his 15 years of work had
finally paid off.
"Many consider that the most important thing I have done in my career,"

Conyers said. "This was important, and
it merited the time it took to make it a
holiday."
While Coretta Scott King and her
family were celebrating on Capitol Hill,
people in Oklahoma were angry.
While Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla,
voted against the bill, Boren voted in
favor.
"It was a hard decision," said Boren,
now president of the University of Oklahoma. "My mail was running decidedly
against it.
After the vote, Boren wrote a sevenpage letter to each person who expressed
negative opinions by calling his office
in Oklahoma.
"I thought the vote was less about
Martin Luther King as a person," Boren
said. "But more about the inclusive na- ■
ture of the American Society that is a
place of equal opportunity for all."
Nickles disagreed with Boren and
Conyers. He said he strongly favored a
day on the calendar for King, but not a
paid holiday.
"We don't have a paid holiday for a
lot of our heroes," Nickles said. "I think
you can honor someone without giving
everyone a day off."
On Nov. 2, Reagan signed the bill
into law.
"I think it's a statement," Lieberman
said. "Making it a federal holiday is not
only a statement of honoring Dr. King,
it's honoring and upholding the principle
of equal opportunity and tolerance,
which is right at the heart of what it
means to be an American."
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Worth the weight?
Students discouraged by crowded workout facilities
BY LAURA PFEIFER

Well, the last slice of pumpkin pie
has been devoured and those tiny
morsels of turkey picked apart. Holiday
M&M's, candy canes, and Christmas
cookies have all made us loosen our
belts. New Year's roles around and our
resolutions have been made. The most
popular? To lose those extra inches
before it's time to fit into last summer's
itsy bitsy bikini to score that hottie for
that oh-so-unforgettable romance
during Spring Break.
All that said, why not run to the
Leslie Quick, Jr. "RecPlex" for a quick
jog, a light swim, or a ride on the
stationary bike? Not so fast. With this
year's Spring Break less than two
months away, the gym is the new social
scene on campus. Expect to sweat it
out while weighting long for that
coveted piece of pound-shedding
machinery.
"About two hundred to three
hundred students come in to work out
each day," speculated an unnamed
RecPlex source. "Give it two weeks. I
guarantee that it will die down."

But how long are students willing
to wait for their workout? Is it really
worth it to be a slave to the excruciating
gym grind?
The RecPlex currently has a limited
number of treadmills, stationary bikes,
Stairmasters, and elliptical machines
along with the pool and a mediocre
weight room. They also have a few

Two people wait... and wait... for the exercise machines.

New Year s resolutions
are out of style
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

Once upon a time, New Year's
resolutions were a way to encourage
one's self to try to improve a part of life.
But nowadays, the cynicism of the new
millennium has set in on even that timehonored tradition.
"It's impossible to keep them," said
Kelly Miller '04.
James Barber '04 agreed, saying
"there's no way I'd ever keep any new
year's resolution. They're such a joke.
For some, it's better not to rock the
boat. Jennifer Barrett '04 noted that she
"never really had a New Year's
resolution. I already go to the gym. I
don't smoke so I can't quit."
More forgot about the concept
altogether. "The thought did not occur
to me," said Caroline Conway.
Others felt that a change in the way
the holidays felt this year caused many
things to change. "This year didn't feel
like Christmas," said sophomore Dana
Tompkins. "It wasn't giddy or anything
like that."
Tompkins added that she "decided
not to make a New Year's resolution
since I never keep them. Instead, I
decided to remake myself. I'm going
to change my way of thinking."

rowing machines as well, but with the
amount of traffic that drives through the
gym each day over a time span of around
15 hours, are these 20 or so machines
enough to meet the demands of a bodyconscious campus? According to Tricia
Cipriani, '04, no.
"I think that the gym needs to get
more machines for the amount of students

There are some, however, who have
kept the tradition alive and decided to
make new year's resolution. For
sophomore Alison Marshall, it's the
same old thing... sort of. "My resolutions
are to go to the gym regularly, try not to
swear too much, and try to be a nicer
person in general."
Has she been successful? "I've been
going to the gym, I haven't done
anything bad since New Year's Eve."
She added, "I haven't been a worse
person in general, but I'd like to think
I'm successful."
As for myself, my number one
priority this new year is to try to regain
my personal life, something which didn't
happen this year. But if this late night at
The Mirror is any indication, it looks like
I'm going to have trouble reaching my
goal.

RELATED ARTICLE
Question of the
Week: What is your
New Year's resolution?
Page 11
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that go here," said Cipriani. "It isn't
going to get less crowded in a few
weeks; it will be crowded the entire
semester until they do something about
it."
Sarah McNeely, '04, feels the exact
same way. "There need to be more
machines. Who wants to wait that long
just to work out?" With these looming
problems, the RecPlex says that there are
currently plans to enlarge the gym, but
when and how remains to be seen.
So to fight those winter-weight
blues, why not indulge in a refreshing
walk or a jog around the track? Or how
about joining one of the energy-filled
classes that the RecPlex is offering?
Yoga is all the rage and Ti-Bo is still a
fave, so go down to the gym and sign
up for a class with your roomie.
In the risk of sounding like a Jenny
Craig ad—it cannot be helped—if you
really want to jump start your new year
for Spring Break, break out your Buns
of Steel or the Grind workout with Eric
Nice. I know you have at least one
cheesy workout video. With all the
waiting, your workout won't start until
after bikini season.

Ways to make your
resolutions work
*Take your resolutions one day at a time. Trying to
do too much, too quickly can make things more
difficult and cause you to fail.
*Make resolutions that are achievable. I'm going to
go to the gym more is achievable. I'm going to
lose 50 pounds this year is a lot more difficult.
* Reward yourself for achieving your resolutions. If
your goal is to lose weight, reward yourself for
losing weight by taking yourself out to dinner. Of
course, sticking with that resolution would help,
so try the Chef's salad.
* If you're trying to quit smoking or you and your
friends are trying to do the same thing, do it
together and support each other. This works well
if you're going to the gym, quitting smoking, or
something that is easier to do as a group.
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This week: Maria DeRuccio
and Kevin Estela
The Mirror's "He Said, She
Said" writers
1. Other than having a penis, what
makes you a good he said?
K: I think that the one that'll get the
biggest rise is I'm a guy's guy. I like
hot women and cold beer, and I'm a
vegetarian's worst nightmare because
I like raw meat.
2. As a she said, do you feel that the
he said skirts the issue sometimes?
M: Don't guys always skirt issues?
3. Do you two get along well, or do
you have a Bush/Gore thing going on
that will make for good reading?
K: I think we get along fine. I would
say that I have Bush's wit and Gore's
brain, and Maria has the opposite. Just
joking! I love her, you know.
M: I love Estela, but he's the biggest
pig I know. IVe sometimes caught him
peeping in my window. We're
neighbors.
4. I have this... uh... friend. Yeah,
that's it! A friend. Anyway, he likes
to look at J. Lo's butt. A lot. He said/
she said question: is this normal?
K: How can you not look at it? It's a
shame she has to sit on it.
M: I have to admit J. Lo has a nice ass.
5. Considering the type of column
you two are doing, are you both
argumentative or do you just act that
way in print?
K: I have no problem confronting
someone if I don't like something they
stand for.
M: Can we swear and stuff?
K: I don't want to. They have their right
to their own opinion. They could be
wrong, but that's their opinion.
M: I have to admit I'm pretty nasty. I
have no problem beefin', especially
with Kevin.
6. What's the best way to write a
column, other than doing it drunk
like I do?
M: Late at night after a bad date.
K: After going to the gym when the
testosterone is flowing.
7. What's the best part about having
your picture shown in The Mirror
each week?
K: Oh God. Is there a good part? I'm
worried I have a hate page on the
internet.
M: Well, I have a vote page on the Daily
Jolt.
8. Do you think there's really so many
differences between men and women
that we can't just all get along?
M: I don't think men and women should
ever get along because fighting is..;
K: Healthy.
M:No.
K: Fundamental.
M: Exciting. And making up...
K: ...leads to the best sex.
9. True or false: Men are for bars,
Women are for penis.
M: Totally true, but I think men are for

something else.
K: Oh, true, and women are for penis
and for women also, even better.
10. When at a party, what is the best
way to approach a person?
M: I like to stare at them until they pay
attention to me.
K: With only saran wrap on.
M: (laughs) ass****!
11. Let's play the pyramid: He Said,
She Said, Thumbs Up Thumbs Down,
Question of the Week, The Real Deal...
M: Columns in the Mirror.
Actually, it's columns in the
Commentary section of The Mirror.
Sorry! BUZZ
12. What's better: getting lei'd in
Hawaii or getting laid at Fairfield?
K: Fairfield! Well, in Hawaii you can
always get laid there.
So you can get laid twice basically.
K: Best of both worlds. Get your pie
and eat it too.
M: Well, it
depends on
who's doing
the laying.
Have
you
had a bad lei
in Hawaii,
Maria?
M: (laughs)
13. Coke or
Pepsi?
M: Pepsi, but
diet.
K: I don't
drink soda.
I'll give you
points,
Kevin.
I
won't give
you
any,
Maria.
We're a Coke
school.
14. Do you
want to feel
my guns?
M:
Been
there, done
that.
Do you want
to dignify
that With a
response?
K: I won't
answer that.
Your guns are
bigger than
mine.
15. So, how
was
your
break?
K: It was
great! How
was
your
break, Maria?
M: (laughs) It
blew goats.
That's it.'

16. The controversial play in last
Saturday's Patriots game: were the
refs full of bull?
M: When I watched the Patriots game, I
had a couple beers in me! (laughs)
K: What sound does a bull make,
because that's what I think it was.
17. Which artist should just stop
recording music?
M: Dave Matthews. I'm so sick of him.
K: Alanis Morrisette. She put out some
more stuff, and after that video of her
naked, I was so turned off. Or Jewel...
r>r LeAnn Rimes. When she put out that
dance song... when it has twang, it
doesn't sound right.
18. More entertaining ad: the Wai
Lana yoga ad or the free trial six pack
for Viagra ad?
K: I like the Viagra one. But it would've
been better with Bob Dole.
M: Viagra, because it reminds me of

Kevin.
K: I need it after I see Maria naked
looking through her window.
19. Better newspaper: The
Mirror or The Fairfield
Minuteman?
K: Pfff. Mirror.
M: Legally, I have to say The
Mirror.
I hope so, because they're giving
you the space to print that drivel.
Oh wait, mine's printed here too.
Oh crap.
20. Any last words?
M: I'd like to shout out to all the
guys here who's given me juicy
experiences to write about each
week.
K: Take no offense ladies - I'm
doing this for fun. If anyone is
offended, I'm sorry.
M: Kevin's just kissing up to get a
date for this weekend.
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FRANKIfYatino
BY EDITOR IN CHIEF
"Our nurturing environment invites
students of all traditions to a maturing
of faith, self knowledge, respect for the
dignity of themselves and others, a
devotion to justice, a commitment to
serving the poor and a passion for truth,
reflection and lifelong learning."
Taken directly from the Fairfield
University website, this description of
the Jesuit Tradition reaches thousands
of people around the country every day,
many of whom are perspective students.
Sounds good, but too bad this public
relations front is as much a reality as
Tom Brady's "incomplete pass" last
Saturday night.
Let's face it, folks. If you enrolled
here actually believing that John Q.
Student was going to hop in mommy
and daddy's Saab, drive past the Quick

FRANR

Enron

> hypocrisy and FU

WASHKUCH

& Reilly/Fleet Securities RecPlex to the
Cablevision School of Business for class
and then see this university's ruling body
supporting any concept of the social
justice embodied in its own credo, then
there are much better uses for your tens
of thousands of dollars.
Look towards the top of a listing of
the university's Board of Trustees. If it's
in alphabetical order, you'll find Joseph
F. Bernadino, head of accounting giant
Arthur Andersen at the top. Yes, that's
the same Arthur Andersen that served as
both auditor and consultant for Enron,
the company leading the nightly news
after its Nixonesque fall that left
thousands of employees without their
life savings. The same Arthur Andersen
that has admitted its employees shredded
documents related to audits of the former

energy giant. And the same Arthur
Andersen whose client, after overstating
its company profits by hundreds of
millions of dollars, has created a national
scandal that may eventually reach the
hallowed halls of the White House.
But it doesn't stop there. Remember
just around four years ago? That was the
time when our president, a man of the
cloth himself, decided to finally help
university janitors earn a living wage
ironically around the same time that the
regional media were picking up stories
about Fairfield students and faculty on
hunger strike for the cause. Maybe I'm
wrong, but something tells me that the I
won't see the names of anyone who
starved himself in defiance of injustice
on the walls of any university buildings
in the near future.

Cheers o :

I have friends who have traveled
to Central and South America on
Fairfield-sponsored trips to support
those less fortunate in third world
countries. And I honestly believe that
they have done so with no regard for
their own careers or resumes, but only
to help others in the name of social
justice.
However, I strongly fear that this
university's Powers That Be do not
share the same interest injustice as such
students and university officials; that
they see this as another ploy to make
Fairfield a "brand name school."
And I also fear that while our
existing buildings have been named for
martyrs, future construction projects
will undoubtedly be donned with the
names of hypocrites.

BOOS

Send in your Cheers & Boos to the Mirror today!
Mail them to us at Box AA or mirror(a^rairi.iairiiei
who left the keg in an unlocked car...to
getting your tongue pierced...to going to
bed at 7 am and waking up at 7 pm, two
to Da Mall for having the best days in a row... to Casper, the dopest
Christmas party ever...to the elf handing ghost...to the semester I'll never forget—
out condoms...to the love train...to phat and never remember...to "Will you do
beats to da dome piece...to dreidels...to TWIS for me?"...to Zeitz's gigantic leap
buffalo busters...to Pat, lord of the up the journalistic ladder... to Rita for
dance...to the losers for staying home being the best roommate ever...to Nancy,
on Saturday, thanks...to MAAD Chrystal, Lauren, Maureen, and Kim, the
parties...to lounge furniture...to best housemates ever, I love you and
townhouse 13...to nothing...to peed miss you already...to "I am a big stupid
pants at the Tool Box...to house moron and my name is this guy"...to
wars...to Patti Brincks quick Triumph the dog...to the return of Cro
recovery...to Amy for surviving her and Steve-o...to Tom for coming over for
21st...to trouble in Shangri-La...to Luke dinner...to Absolut Beach...to "I believe
and Laura...to R.Lutz...to friends who Mr. Sandefur perjured himself ....to Dr.
drive all the way to Vermont (twice) to Jeffrey Wigand...to fire alarms being
make sure you're ok, thanks...to less convenient smoke breaks...to "I do not
than 24 hours in DC...to going think you know what it is for me to walk
backstage...to rock steady...to the "Big in my shoes"...to poop...to Duran
Hairy Dude"...to losing our keys in Ecuador...to small peans...to Janud...to
Detroit...to
"Hundos"
and Deng Xiaopeng...to 'Hi Chuckie'...to
"Phatfarm"...to A. Fox-you hottie...to Brother Lokey...to Cornel West...to
late night promises...to not having to smokin weed in the streets without cops
live with the creature next year...to harassin'...to one hot album every ten
crazy Xmas parties that no one year average, that's so lame...to Boo not
remembers...to being 10 rows away going to class when it rains...to 'You
from Britney...to the biggest Britney can't drink the coffee...to 'What are you
fans, LoRo, Fox, & Virg...to Fox's going to do when the Martians land?...to
22nd...to the freshman rugby bar BET comedy hour...to Reynaldo...to
tenders...to the Last Call's Xmas "You wit' us tonight'...to the Pittsburgh
party...to Porch finally turning 21...to Steelers...to the Terrible Towel...to Three
Elton John love songs...to stealing...to Rivers Stadium...to Kordell Stewert...to
Mariah Carey's "All I Want for Amos Zerouc.to Heinz Field...to Heinz
Christmas is You"...to holiday Ketchup...to watching Shannon Sharpe
parties...to newly found crushes...to tag held speechless...to Plaxico Burress...to
teams...to roommates going out having home field advantage throughout
together...to her "thug"...to warm the AFC Playoffs...to Bill Cowher...to the
weather...to PB...to awesome Rooney family...to Jason Gildon...to
friends...to mistletoe...to Spring break Joey Porter...to Josh's cd picks...to Kyilie
ideas...to last week of classes...to fuzzy Minogue and Mandy Moore-keep
duck and ducky fuzz...to the girls of reaching for the rainbow!!!...to
Shangrila...to staying up all night with Mumia...to Tina Fey - she's hot enough
someone you never thought you to stay up for...to "i'm sure you'll cut
could...to deliberately not studying for this out and put it on your fridge and high
finals, and being okay with it...to not five each other," so true, that will
having crew practice at the @$$ crack happen...to the first issue of the semester
of dawn for a month...to drunk guys that almost being complete...to the
think they are going to get some, only proletariat... to always having room for
to realize that you were messing with just one more cheer in each issue... to
their head all along...to the jack@$$es "do you have the need for GREED?"

to the b*tch slap heard around the
world...to meatheads who start fights!..to
the battle of the redheads...to the keg
stealers-you'd be talking up a kilo of
smack if that happened to you, and
probably Hex your muscles while you
do it, but sit down, breathe, don't strain
yourselves...to Rosso Malpek>...to MHnot the one who lives at Da Mall...to 107
not coming to the party...to whoever stole
the Heineken bottle from the Loud
House...to ex-boyfriends who mess with
you head...to "Utah", cut your hair...to
crying in front of rock stars...to sketchy
encounters on R.V.'s...to stolen cds...to
spinning classes...to high-top Reeboks
with rhinestones...to this god-awful
semester...to girls who think they know
what's up, but don't...to Christine's
sleeping hook-up...to riding in cars with
strange boys after the grape...to seeing
your random hook-up on t.v...to not
returning emails because you're "still
leading them"...to cheers saying your
house had the best (insert theme here)
party ever-really? when was the awards
ceremony held? what did you
wear???
to falling for boys on the
road...to Steve and Lindz...to the
creature...to the creature w ho is now only
lurking part time...to boys who drag our
Xmas tree through the sand, where are
the bows?...to sh*tty breath...to the
Jogues fire alarm puller...to bitter
roommates...to everything...to the kid
who fell of the tread mill, but cheers to
his attempt to remount...to boyfriends
that play video games too much...to
drunk lonely conversations...to crying by
yourself on the seat of "no love"...to
Miller I ligh Life...to all nighters...to guys
who shag and run...to having to wash
your sheets...to starers at ['airfield...to
lousy sophomore strippers...to Bibs,
Beebs, whatever she calls him...to not
ha\ ing a car...to corny pick up lines...to
p*ssing yourself... to girls who are glued
to their Louis Vuitton"s...to "Dominick
the Donkey." girls you know who I'm
talking about...to the elite, you are NOT
better than everyone, you suck...to the
mirror lor confirming my cheer and not

W

putting it in...to guys that are only at
parties to get some @SS...to "1 promise
I won't tell"...to good guys that have
girlfriends...to random sketchy guys
that come to your dorm looking for
beer...to guys that are whipped, you're
just pathetic, get some balls...to my low
confidence interval...to the Ho-train,
you can't have a Sea Ranch without
Sea Wh*res!...to the jack(a;SSes who
stole our keg...to Frank...to the party
line outside TH 146 that was longer
than any line at Disneyworld...to never
having a line as long as Disneyworld
at our parties...to Jay-Z, watch yo'
back, Nas is the man...to cops harassin
while we try to smoke weed in the
streets...to fire alarms, although the
flashing lights are quite soothing...to
censoring ass****, we all know what
it means...to rebel newspapers...to
digital cameras that erase valuable
pictures-twice!...to this stupid
column...to the New England Patriots,
PREPARE TO DIIIIIII1EEEEEEE!...
to Tom Brady...to Antowain Smith...to
Bill Bellicheck...to all the players on
the Pats that I can't name because they
suck...to New England fans, you suck
too...to
capitalism...to
RUC
collusion...to a J-Lo recount...to
Foxboro Stadium, what a dump...to
New Englanders not recognizing the
beauty of Western Pennsylvania...to a
professional football franchise that
tries to incorporate five states into its
name...to the New England fumble...to
the Philadelphi Inquirer...to Newsday.
Long Island is the fifth ring of hell...to
Long Islanders, there are more
important things in the world than your
new purse...to Janud...to Troy
Brown...to Terry Glenn...to Teddy
BruschL.to Juan Gonzales...to Paul
Hill...to Brother Lokcy.. to all of
Boston, great second-class city that you
are...to air poops...to PIT 45-NE20...
to all of Patriots boos... to you people
not haviniz resoliitions-BLAME!
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EAR hot
i BY JULIE
H

MCDERMOTT AND
MARYN MIKULA

This year, I promise to...
Having been on break for so long has somewhat stunted our "campus life"
perspective. However, there's always the one event everyone is curious about
when we return...New Year's, and the year to come.
Students are scattered throughout the world on New Year's Eve and it's a
night of big expectations. It is supposed to be a party that out does the chaos of
the previous year. Something different on the 31 st may include a concert, an
open bar, a formal party, a last minute house party, a trip to the city, or even a
quiet evening at home.
No matter what, we're supposed to be celebrating the end of a past year
and the beginning of a whole new one. With the presence of friends and liquor,
however, most of us tend to lose sight of the true meaning of the celebrationand by "lose sight," we mean that in the literal sense.
For those of us lucky enough to have found a bed, never mind the luxury of
sleep that night, the next morning is a jolting reminder of the ridiculous resolution
we made the night before. Resolutions tend to motivate us to do things we may
have been too busy for last year, or any variety of steps towards personal
improvement.
- ,
The latter is blatant in our own RecPlex. Our meager RU. gym has
transformed into a circus of frenzied co-eds, eager to shed pounds before Spring
Break. Academically, students appear alert, attentive, and prepared to redeem
themselves of last semester's disappointments.
Whether your New Year's was or wasn't what you had expected, or if this
semester looks drastically different for one reason or another, this was just a
reminder that this is a new year. Given our young ages and where we are,
we've been blessed with more opportunity for change and improvement. It's
important to positively promote self-growth and the growth of the community
you are now a part of. We encourage you to make a difference in yourself and
those around you.

Q

DISHINGit Out
BY RITA VERDIRAME

Coffee counters:
don't waste your bucks
This week I decided to comment on
the Kiosk, more commonly known as the
coffee counters here at Fairfield
University. These counters are best
known for their great Green Mountain
Coffee (yes, that was sarcasm) and their
great prices (more sarcasm). There are
counters located in the cafe at Nysellus
Library, the Dolan School of Business,
and the ground floor of Canisius.
For those students who don't have
cars, the only way to get a cup of coffee
is to go to the counters. We all know
that the Green Mountain Coffee kind of,
well, sucks, for lack of a better word.
The university finally started to catch on,
and for those of you who haven't noticed,
Starbucks coffee is being introduced. If
we're lucky, they'll stick to that move
because Green Mountain fails to keep
me awake in the morning.
The bagels can be used as hockey
pucks. First of all, who can get those
plastic knives to cut through their bagel?
I'm sure there are some whose biggest
pet peeve is looking at people in class
dip their bagels into the tiny containers
of cream cheese. But what can you do?
There's no other way to eat them.
I wonder why I never have any Stag
bucks left by the end of every semester.
The prices are ridiculous. When you go
to Barone, the cost of an all-you-can eat

meal there is $5.00, more or less. That's
the same price for a little sandwich at
the Kiosk. The sandwiches aren't too
bad, but what is up with the "cheese and
cracker" container? That and the
"shrimp salad wrap" leave much to be
desired.
The only really good things about
the counters are that if you are starving
and are pressed for time, you can grab a
little something to eat in class. You can
also grab something to eat in your room
(we're well aware of the fact that if you
take even a slice of bread from Barrone;
the staff gets irate).
There is a counter located in the
library which proves to be very
convenient, if nothing else, when you're
studying late. If you have an early class,
the surest way of staying awake is to
munch on something-if your professor
lets you. I've been called out a bunch of
times for having a drink in class. Relax
professor; "food is fuel for our mind."
They taught us that in kindergarten.
So basically, the only time it's
practical to go to the counters is when,
you're running late to a class. Other than
that it's a real drain of your Stag bucks.
You're much better off going to the Stag
or Barone if you have the time to sit and
eat.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). An
unexpected but delightful romantic
attraction may now be on the agenda.
Watch for a fresh social celebrations and
private romantic flirtations. Previously
distant or shy loved ones may this week
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Past express complex ideals, desires and
romantic ideals are now a strong motivations. Remain cautious, however.
influence: a rare sensitivity toward Old sentiments or past differences may
yesterday's love affairs may arrive. also be an important factor. Rest and
Remain open to sudden flashes of gather vital social information from
wisdom. Insights concerning old friends. Love relationships are now
decisions or past social regrets may bring changing.
emotional freedom into your life. Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Friends and
Preplan financial or business strategies. lovers are nostalgic. Expect loved ones
A revised source of income or to question your present social plans and
controversial job opportunity may openly discuss past romantic mistakes.
Refuse to be drawn into speculation or
require a fast and difficult choice.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Emotional and intense discussions. This is not the right
physical energy are now due to increase. time to explain your actions or cater to
Expect a recent period of sluggishness the insecurities of others. A colleague
or emotional reflection to fade. Listen may ask for an expanded short-term
to the wisdom of the body; minor aches commitment. Respond quickly.
or pains will now begin to slowly evolve Complex projects will require a team
toward health, fitness and vitality. For effort for success.
many Leos this is a positive time to Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Clearly
change diet, exercise or sleep habits. state romantic or social intentions early
Enjoy social activities, laughter and new this week. Loved ones will respond
romantic intimacy. Connecting with positively to your emotional confidence.
trusted friends will create a positive Romantic dreams, sensuality and
creativity are difficult to resist. Many
outlook.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Stalled Sagittarians will now strongly benefit
communications between lovers or from artistic pursuits, educational
ongoing family disagreements will now programs and renewed romantic
end. Expect a new perspective or attitude commitments. A family member may be
to arrive in intimate relationships. Many moody or withdrawn. Be supportive.
Virgos will experience increased Finances and long-term security are now
emotional and business security. Watch a key concern.
both loved ones and business officials Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). New
for small but meaningful signs of business routines will captivate your
improvement. Discuss your financial or attention. Expect colleagues and office
career ideas. Feedback from others will managers to request detailed reports or
explanations. Don't be derailed by
now bring clarity and direction.

conflicting or scattered duties. Work
habits and schedules will return to
normal. A close friend or relative may
ask for delicate romantic advice. Remain
attentive to small emotional issues.
Loved ones will greatly appreciate fresh
ideas and suggestions.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Business
communications will be intense: watch
for a colleague or key official to make
unexpected changes to office duties,
expectations or procedures. Stay
balanced, however. A positive
atmosphere of team work and
cooperation will be established. Expect
a renewed interest in love and social
enjoyment to arrive. Search out recently
despondent loved ones or distant friends.
Valuable progress is likely.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Long-term
romantic and family relationships will
now require delicate discussions. Loved
ones may be insecure concerning their
business abilities or financial lives. Selfdoubt will fade: in the meantime, avoid
being temporarily drawn into negative
gossip or idle speculations. Exercise and
new dietary habits will bring much
needed physical energy. Evaluate and
change daily routines, if at all possible.
If your birthday is this week... expect
authority figures and older relatives to
be moody and unresponsive.
Controversial ideas or extra work may
create tensions in previously positive
business relationships. Although
presently stalled, career progress will be
rapid this year. Expect a period of small
projects, fast promotions and unique job
proposals to arrive. Some Aquarians may
also dramatically change their home or
romantic commitments. Watch for
intriguing proposals.

Shout out: happy birthday boys

The Mirror and KRT Campus Present..
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Aries (March 21 April 20). Social
triangles may require diplomacy. Watch
for gossip, romantic speculation or
unexpected invitations. For many Aries
natives, new relationships will be
controversial and slightly humorous.
Expect potential lovers to be poorly
informed or overly focused on small
details. Family relations are accented.
Minor disputes or schedule conflicts may
require an almost constant effort. There's
much to discuss. Stay alert.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Loved ones
will ask probing questions. Pay special
attention to unusual social facts, sudden
denials or late cancellations. Key
discussions, proposals or fast
explanations may offer an important
glimpse into the fears of a friend or lover.
Don't be unnerved. Romantic honesty,
although revealing, is now a positive
influence. Rely on humor. A cheerful or
philosophic attitude will ensure progress.
Financial demands will steadily increase.
Avoid new debt.
Gemini (May 21 -June 21). Outstanding
paperwork or official duties may cause
confusion. Handle all details quickly.
Financial negotiations and signed
documents will soon offer valid longterm rewards. Ask authority figures for
special favors; you won't be
disappointed. Watch for a close friend
or lover to expand key relationships or
finalize home arrangements. Go slow
with property or financial decisions,
however.
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[editorial]
Learning from the legacy

of Dr. King
Martin Luther King Day may have come and
gone, but as Fairfield today celebrates the life of a
true American hero, we are not only reminded of how
far we have come as a society in dealing with issues
of prejudice, but also how far we have to go as a
university community in terms of diversity.
Nestled comfortably in the "Gold Coast" region
surrounded by one of the wealthiest areas in the
entire country, maybe it's no surprise that Fairfield is
known for having about as much diversity as a
Southern country club. And as disappointing as that
is, maybe it's not so shocking that Fairfield has made
the news more than once in the past decade for the
appearance of graffitied racial and ethnic slurs on
campus.
While it is important to note that this institution
was founded by Jesuits in 1942, the great majority of
whom were white males, it appears that not that
much has changed in the past 60 years in terms of the
demographics of this university's administration.
While half of the eight university deans and two of
three assistant vice presidents are female, the upper
tier of administrators remains almost entirely male.
Currently, all five university vice presidents and all
but one associate vice president are males. This being
so despite Fairfield having nearly 400 more female
undergraduate students than males, according to U.S.
News and World Report.
That publication has also recently concluded
that 90 percent of Fairfield students are white, while
Hispanics are the most represented minority on
campus with only a four-percent share of the student
body. Black and Asian-American students accumulated only two percent apiece. Many students continue to carry the attitude that most minorities attending this university are only here to participate in
sports.
The Mirror applauds Fairfield University on its
attempts to increase diversity in the university community through the work of people such as Director
of Multicultural Relations Larri Mazon and programs
designed to increase the visibility of minority leaders
such as the campus-wide celebration of Martin
Luther King Day. But it is important to remember
that while Dr. King may have seen the Promised
Land from the top of the mountain, Fairfield University is only beginning to make its way up.

The editorial represents the opinion of the
majority of the Mirror Editorial Board.
What's your opinion?
Write to us: Mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

o

[letters to the editor]

KEGS KICKED!
Precious item stolen from TH
To the Editor:
My name is Kevin Nolan. I
am a senior and live in the
Townhouses. Unfortunately,
someone has mistaken myself
for a beer distributor. Too bad I
didn't get paid for the beer I
wound up supplying to some
rather resourceful students.
Saturday, I went with two of
my housemates to get kegs for
parties on Sunday, one at our
house and one somewhere else.
We got them at the same time
because we were saving the
other house a trip in the snow.
We left one in the car...full. Sunday comes, and the keg is gone.
Someone got the fantastic idea
to steal the keg out of my car and

used it for themselves. It
doesn't take a genius to figure
out that it was someone who
lives extremely close to my
house. How else would someone know that there was a keg
in my car if they did not park/
live right by where my car was
parked?
Of course nobody will
ever admit to stealing some-thing out of my car, but to
whomever did, congratulations, you had a free party. I'm
sure you'll frame this letter on
your fridge so you and your
friends can point at it and highfive one another while the rest
of your meathead buddies run
head first into one another.
Have fun. Just know that you

stole something and now we're
out $ 60, and last I checked,
stealing something out of
someone's car isn't the most legal of activities to partake in.
So, to whoever stole it, if
you feel like leaving $ 60 in TH
146's mailbox, go for it...but
that of course won't happen.
Your head is too thick to even
contemplate that what you did
was extremely wrong. Fueled
by alcohol, you didn't even
think to say, "Boy, I could get
expelled for stealing something
out of someone's car." Take care
guys. Losers.
Sincerely,
Kevin Nolan '02

The Real Deal with Mike Theile

Must see T. V.
One of the greatest television battles is the eleven
o'clock battle between
Seinfeld and Friends. These re-runs offer episodes that some people know by heart, but they
will still faithfully watch it again. But there is a
choice to make, which one to watch? Seinfeld, a
comedy show about nothing, or Friends, a comedy show about relationships. I decided to examine some of the main elements which both of
these shows posses and come up with an overall
winner.
Romance and Dating
Friends: Ok, so there
was the on-going saga of
Ross and Rachel. After all
those years of Ross having
a crush on her, he finally
gets to be with her. Now
that's fine, great. Go Ross!
But then they break up, and
then get back together and
then there was "the break."
But then Chandler and
Monica got together which
saved the show.
Seinfeld: I see it as
Jerry as an average-looking
guy dating extremely beautiful women who are totally
out of his league. It's just
not believable. Then there is
George, when single he wants a relationship, but
when he finally has a girlfriend he wants out.
George and Susan was a boring relationship until she died from licking toxic envelops for their
wedding.
Advantage: Friends
Hangout spots
Friends: Their favorite spot is the coffee
house called Central Perk. Not a bad spot, good

coffee, big size mugs, comfy looking couches.
But how the hell do they always get to sit on
those couches? No one else wants to sit there?
Are all the friends too good to sit on a stool?
Just a thought.
Seinfeld: Their most popular hang out is
Monks Diner, where some of the show's greatest conversations have occurred. This diner is
known for its "big salad," Elaine's favorite.
Advantage: Friends
Supporting Cast
Friends: Gunther.
Seinfeld: Newman,
Puddy, Kenny Banyan,
Jay Peterman, Jerry's parents, George's parents,
George Steinbrenner, the
Soup Nazi, Jackie Childs,
the Bubble Boy and the
list goes on and on.
Advantage: Seinfeld
Best Quotes
Friends: Ross: "We
were on a Break!"
(Ross's famous line
claiming his innocence
about why he slept with
another woman when he
was with Rachel.)
Seinfeld: The Soup
Nazi: "No soup for you!"
(The Soup Nazi's famous command, which he yelled to unabiding
customers who didn't follow his rules.)
Advantage: Seinfeld
The Real Deal: Even though a numerical
tie, I think Seinfeld is a better show because
each episode is easily recognizable and hilarious, and there will never be another Kramer.
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Sounding off on a noisy Quad

Question of the "Week

BY LAURA PFEIFER

It seems to me that many just lack good
Here we go again-another Fairfield old common courtesy. Treat others how
semester. New classes, new clothes from you'd like to be treated. The golden rule.
Christmas, new drinking stories to laugh Ring a bell?
I ask you this how do you like it
about for another four months. Along
when you're sick
with this
and just got two
fresh sehours of sleep the
mester of
night before? What
drunken
if it were the eve of
debaucha final exam? What
ery comes
is it with this Unia new set
versity?
What
of probabout those things
lems for
called quiet hours?
many a stuYou'd scream at me
dent with a
if I did this to you,
quad view
so don't be sursleep.
prised if there are
Now
some choice words
don't get
at 2 a.m.
me wrong,
I don't care
I love to
how many shots
party and
So much for quiet hours.
you had, who you
be boisterous right along with everyone else, but hooked up with or the hot girl walking
I'd like to think that I have a little thing across the quad. I don't care who your
called tact. It is one thing to stay up late, ex-boyfriend is, who was dancing on
pulling all nighters while listening to tables or who just threw up in the bathsome soft music or a wild weekend. But room. I don't care about any of this on
it is a whole other thing entirely to be up any night - especially during the week. I
until five in the morning on a Tuesday just want people to realize common cournight screaming at the top of your lungs tesy is something that should be exercised
over an ex-boyfriend who you are still with much more prudence during the
madly in love with just because you took week.
In a world where academics are on
one too many shots of Bacardi!
the
forefront
of every job description, it
Throw in the 7 a.m. vacuum sessions
with a twist of some form of outdoor just seems to me that there is a time and a
sprucing, mix in a little loud security ac- place for all this rambunctious debauchtion on the walkies stirred up by your ery - the weekend. That's what they were
loud neighbors listening to Ja Rule a half made for; rest and relaxation, an escape
hour later. Honey, you're destined for from the stress of the work/school week.
Stay up as late as you want on Thursday,
some hard-core caffeine pill action.
Some people lack some form of Friday, Saturday nights. Just keep the
work ethic, leaving them with no alter- noise level down the rest of the time.
However, I'd like to ask you just one
native to the late-night grind of procrastination. However, these late hour study thing; whatever happened to just sleepsessions do not seem to account for the ing it off?
boisterous nature of the Quad residents.

What is your
New Year s resolution?
By Virginia Meade

"To be more
adventurous..."
- Dave Gorman, '03

t
"To go to bed before
2 a.m."
- Jackie Gordon, '05

"To finally
release our highly
anticipated rap
album."
- Evan Bishop and Tom Pomrink, '03

77?^ Mirror Online Poll Results:
Text book buy-back: Profit or Rip-offi
I got ripped off again.
78%
My parents pay for my books. Whatever I get back is
profit.
22%
The money I received back was reasonable.
| 0%
This week: Is Fairfield doing enough
to ensure diversity?

"To be nicer to my boyfriend."
- Kathy Papayani, '03
To be nicer to my girlfriend."
- Chris Szabo, '03

24, 2002
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The r*orr)lf)$ after a
hook-up, wootd you rather
be It) yoor be<i or theirs?
By Kevin Estela

"A<( yoa're th lofting
afcoot ir) the toornir),? is

seWw the he(( oat
of there before *he
rea(T2es yoo itofe
her ^ an tier."
After a night of hooking up, I
could care less whether I wake up in
my bed or half naked on the beach to
the sound of seagulls pecking away at
my bare a$$. Any place you can hook
up is a good place if you don't get
caught in the act. However, if the night
of debauchery did permit me to
choose, I would want it to be in my
room.
Why? The answer is not just because I have my hidden video camera
set up, but because I like comfort. I
wouldn't want to have to look around
buck naked for my leopard thong in
her room while her roommate tries to
sneak a peak at my equipment. I have
no problem being naked in my house
but in a strange girl's room, her roommate could take offense. After all, I'm
a nice guy and I'm not out to offend
anyone.
I also want the comfort of being
able to sleep in. This is not usually
the case in a hook up's room when all
you are thinking about in the morning
is getting the hell out of there before
she realizes you stole her panties. In
your own room, you can sleep all
morning in a warm bed and they will
be the one burdened with the walk of
shame in the cold. I almost have to
feel sorry for the unlucky girl to face
this but at the same time I enjoy the
stories my housemates tell me that
morning about their enjoyment of the
sounds coming from my room the previous night.
If Maria wants, she can borrow a
pair of sweat pants so she doesn't have
to freeze walking back in her capris.
Afterall, she's a nice girl and never has
hooked up (wink, wink). It's the least
I can do to help her out.
Fellas, stay in your own room.
Prove it to your boys, be a man and
don't give in to going over to her place.

By Maria DeRuccio

"Get out of there
immediately or chore
to jtfcfe^around orjti<
^~ta+eworr)ir>.? if the

^ov happens to be
worth it."
At his place, so you don't have to
worry about an unwanted guest in your
room the morning after. You can wake
up refreshed, and get out of there immediately or chose to stick around until
late morning if he happens to be worth
it. I like having that option and I hate
feeling like you have to baby-sit a guy
who sleeps in longer than you and occupies your bed until you give him the
old "tuck and roll."
Personally, I don't mind the walk
of shame. I'll admit my favorite part
is borrowing his clothes to walk home.
You can always keep his favorite pair
of sweatpants to wear or burn, whichever you prefer.
Sleeping at the guy's is usually
better because a guy's housemates are
usually cooler with a sleepover than a
girl's. You know, it's the whole macho thing, high fives all around for the
guy who gets a girl to stay over. Girls
are more polite with that stuff; we
don't like to sexile our roommates.
I think, by sleeping at the guy's
house, you can tell whether he's a nice
guy. Some sure signs to look for...
One, does he introduce you to his
friends en route to the bedroom. Two,
does he offer you a glass of water before you get to the kissing, etc. part of
the night. This is so important because
you always need some water before
and after you get with someone and
especially the next morning. And
lastly, does he offer to take you out to
breakfast the next morning. That
shows he had fun the night before and
he's not ready for you to leave yet,
basically a real sweetheart.
Ladies, if I haven't sold you yet
on where to stay, here's another thing
to keep at the back of your mind. If
you and this guy don't hit it off, you
can always network his housemates.
At the beach that's an average of 5-7
different guys. And for a girl, that's a
lot of hooking up.

COMMENTARY

A staggering spectacle
BY GREG REARDON
where the mailboxes are. As I made it a
It was about the beginning of No- few feet past the Information Booth, (or
vember that I noticed it. I had innocently Information Folding-Table, as it was at
gotten out of bed at 12:30 p.m., I didn't the time) I saw it.
really care for my
"It" being
10 a.m. class, and
the biggest misI realized that I
take on this camonly had a half an
pus
since
hour before ESPN
Jermaine Clark
//
Classic was going
called a Stags'
i >
01
to replay Game
victory in The
Six of the 1986
MAAC tourney
World Series. You
last year. It being
may find it odd
that stupid giant
that I, a devoted
stuffed
Stag
member of Red
head that is
;j
Sox Nation, would
hanging on the
make it a priority
wall in the lowto watch the most
est level of
tragic moment in
Barone. I mean
Boston history
really, what gesince the day Tony
nius thought to
Photi Viij
Conigliaro dethemselves,
cided to crowd the
"Hey, a giant
The Stag Head could not be reached for
comment.
plate. But my most
deer head fervent desire is
CLASSY!" Apthat one day I am going to be sitting there parently, the giant Stag head was the
watching Game Six and all of a sudden school's second choice. But unfortuthe space-time continuum will have been nately they couldn't find a large enough
thrown off somehow and Buckner makes copy of "Dogs Playing Poker" to cover
the play at first base to end the game and the space.
thus reversing the misery that has been
If Fairfield University wants to esthe last 15 years of my life.
tablish itself as a prominent national uniI knew that I couldn't watch Game versity, and all other indicators point that
Six on an empty stomach so I decided to this is the goal, then we have to stop
mosey on over to Barone to grab some hanging things on the walls of our buildpre-game food. For some strange reason, ings that look like they belong in a VFW
and to this day I don't know why, I en- Hall.
tered Barone through the lower level

What's
beef?
Contact NEW Commentary
editor Chris Zeitz at

x6600

or via e-mail at
mirror@fairl. fairfield. edu
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Taken for a Spin: CDs to look
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

out For

Various Artists
ft

Now 9

We already know that they pack
the power with each release. A
little rock, a little R&B, a little
pop, a little dance, and all the
songs you can't buy as singles
anymore. .We don't know the
track listing, nor what the cover
looks like, but we already know
both will be perfect. If they can issue 50 of them in the
UK and still have them reach #1 position, you know
they' 11 be around here for a long time to come. Now 9,
with a more creative cover, will hit in March.

«§5K9

ft

Nude on the Moon

For 25 years, the B-52's have
been producing music that
has always provided for
something new and different.
From their early days, when
they seemed to be jarringly
away from the mainstream,
to their late 80s and early 90s
success with huge mainstream hits, their catalog is
unique and very powerful. The two CD set provides
listeners with some of the best they've offered.

A New Day Has Come

When Celine Dion announced a semi-retirement
two years ago, it seemed like
it would be an eternity. How
time has flown. Just a few
short months after her powerhouse performance at the
September 11 tribute, Celine
is prepping a new album
slated to be released in March. Look for a much more
confident and relaxed Celine to provide something a
little different, while not abandoning her roots that will
make her fan base scream.

Kylie Minogue
ft

Fever

Kylie has been the Madonna
of Europe, amassing hit after hit. But to America, all
we' ve gotten is a pair of hits:
"I Should Be So Lucky" and
"The Loco-Motion." But after a long hiatus, she's back,
and better than ever. For
years we've been deprived of
the music that's made her a star overseas, which has
had more catchy songs than 99% of what you can find
here. Her first single "Can't Get You Out of My Head"
is already sparking at radio, and you'll be sure to see
more of her around once again.

ft

ft

Greatest Hits

Freestyle music was huge
back in the late 80s as artists
like Expose struck gold. But
despite a lull in that genre of
dance music, Lil Suzy has
perservered, creating a series
of albums (like "Paradise,"
right) that provide a look into
what freestyle can sound like
in an evolved form. The CD collects many of the tracks
that show why freestyle has lasted this long.

Natalie Imbruglia
ft

Cher

Walk to Remember Soundtrack ft

The soundtrack to the motion
picture will likely stand on
its own, mainly because the
movie's star Mandy Moore
has provided tracks to the
CD. Her tracks, standing on
their own, will carry this CD,
thanks to Moore's mature
sound that has made great
music in the past ("Crush," "I Wanna Be With You").
The other tracks on this CD will be enjoyable too, but
Moore will carry the show and if radio stations think
things through, they could find a big star in Moore.

White Lilies Island

She struck gold in the late
90s with hits such as "Torn"
and "Wishing I Was There."
After a long hiatus, she's returned, and with a bang too.
Her new CD won't disappoint fans of her first CD, but
will entice new listeners, with
a sound that is oh so missing from the radio these days. A fine follow-up to "Left
of the Middle."

Various/Mandy Moore
ft

MTV2 Handpicked

When MTV launched, it
brought to the forefront the
concept that music television
could push CDs. Instantly,
music videos brought attention to songs that radio stations might've stuck their
noses up at. But while
Beavis and Butthead and
Remote Control made the channel lose its focus,
MTV2, picked up where MTV left off. This collection is the hot list of those who deserve your attention.

Lil Suzy

Celine Dion
ft

Greatest Hits

Mariah, we thought we knew
you so well! Back when she
was producing good music,
she churned out hit after hit
that added up to quite a great
collection. This one differs
from #ls as it includes hits
that didn't reach pole position on the charts, or due to
lack of a single didn't chart at all. Despite that, you'll
still get the best of her #ls as well. Too bad she dropped
the ball with her latest CD.

B-52V
ft

Various Artists

Mariah Carey

Living Proof

She hit big - really big - in
1998 with "Believe," a song
that showed people that
dance music has a place on
radio. Now here comes
"Living Proof," an album
even more upbeat than the
past, that should provide
people with even another
reason why dance music continues to have a place here.
Disco's death might have have caused dance music to
disappear off radio, but once you hear first single "(This
is a) Song for the Lonely" you'll be impressed.

The worst of 2002 s new releases
ft Barry Manilow's "Ultimate Manilow" and Neil Diamond's "Love Songs'
Barry Manilow was big in the 70s, but leave it to his record company to be under the
false belief that people want to hear his music still. His failed attempt to remake 70s
Ultimate
Manilow
songs show that there's not much of a market for him anymore, so it baffles the mind
why his label would issue "Ultimate Manilow," a collection of his hits. The songs,
while holding up to the test of time, and musically creative, simply aren't worth spending
$15 in today's terms when there's so many other artists that have kept themselves
contemporary through the years, like Barbara Streisand,
another in this category of music. Even more mind-boggling is how Neil Diamond's label would issue a new set of
^g
^^
songs. "Love Songs" has the same title as a 1980 album he did, and this set might've
W "^> ■cm
worked then, but doesn't now. After lousy CDs such as his movies collection a couple
/
years back, you'd think he would learn he is only good for a Will Farrell impresonation
nowadays. Instead, he seems to think that another CD will be just what America
wants. What we want is to be able to enjoy the old hit "America," not anything new.
.,'**■<■
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Lights, camera, action:

films of2001
The Man Who

BY SEAN HAYES

Monsters, Inc.
Sure, Shrek was
enjoyable, but this
doNSTERS, INC
movie is far more
original. Rather
than poke fun at every single Disney
movie ever made,
this film made up its
own story. Plus, the
imaginary characters of Monsters Inc.
are nowhere near as
creepy as the porcelain humans of that ogre film.

»d

Sexy Beast

Lord of the Rings

When I first saw
this film, I felt that it
had truly great mo( ' ' ^
ments of directorial
vision and interpretation. It is true, the
movie accomplishes a
JdRDwRjNGS
monumental task, but
this is really more of
a
triumph
of
storytelling (as in, great source material) and script adaptation. Sure, those CGI shots flying into the bad
guy's lair are cool, but are they what Tolkien envisioned?

Mulholland Drive

Wasn't There
There's a scene late
into the Coen brothers'
oddest movie to date that
makes the whole black and
white experiment in filmnoir as a retro motif worthwhile. As the fast talking
Tony Schlaub delivers a
jail house soliloquy, the
shadows from the bars literally cut the screen in half
and make it look 3-D. It says something about how
trapped these individuals are, while at the same time
reminding us how amazing the lighting work is.

The Royal Tenenbaums

Mrrm *

A crime movie
where the criminal's id
is actually a character.
Aside from taking the
Tarantind formula
(crime movies where
the interactions, not the
crimes are important)
and making it work,
this film should be seen
for three reasons. Ben Kingsley, Ben Kingsley, Ben
Kingsley. Half spoiled brat, half psychopath,
Kingsley's mob man is beyond frightening.

I really could not
even begin to explain
what this movie is
about. But what makes
it so good is that every
time the characters
change, evolve or disappear in front of us, director David Lynch
brings the audience
along. At every twist and turn is an accomplished filmmaker, making us think we have the foggiest idea
what's happening. Confusing as hell, but in a good
way.

While
Wes
Anderson's follow-up
to Rushmore may not
be as good a film, it is
thoroughly more enjoyable. The script,
acting and overall
quirkiness of the film
set in a bizzaro New
York more than make
up for any small editing or pacing problems the movie
might have. Yet, problems aside, this is the funniest
movie of the year.

t ' iirtiflJti

Ali
I- Mia

In a year where
Steven Spielberg faultered
and Ron Howard did the
same thing he always
does, Michael Mann continued to emerge as a filmmaking powerhouse. His
Ali is a focused portrait
and the only thing that
outshines Mann's bravura
vision is Will Smith's performance. Smith's greatest
accomplishment is not found in his rigorous training
nor his mastery of Ali's mannerisms and sound, but
rather that after the first ten minutes of the movie, you
forget that this is the same guy who unleashed the
catchiest TV theme of all time.

In the Bedroom
Simply put, the
best-acted movie of the
year.
While Sissy
Spacek's performance is
getting nothing but
raves, the real star is the
tortured father of Todd
Wilkinson. He remains the glue that keeps the family
and film together. Spacek still shines, however, her
facial expressions speak more than words ever could.
The real surprise in the film remains Todd Field's
steady directing hand. With the wrong person at the
helm, this could've been a disastorous excursion, yet
Fields keeps his characters, the pacing, and the editing under such tight control that the tension builds until
an ending that has to be seen to be believed.
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Moulin Rouge

Yeah, it has
dorky songs.
D«C MOW I'.' I. iniMdKH* I lUfj
Yet, what Baz
Lurhman's
schizoid tale of
love also has is
the most amazing editing committed to film in
the last ten years.
His film redefines the word
coverage. The "Roxanne" scene alone has so many
different angles, so many different cuts, so many different story lines working at the same time, that it makes
you wonder how on earth anyone could have accomplished this task. It may be cheesy and it may be corny,
but Moulin Rouge is a fully realized filmmaking vision, even if that "Lady Marmalade" song was the biggest piece of crap unleashed on the public this year.
Director Baz Luhrman has done what few directors
have done since Martin Scorcesse: realize the importance of music and film's ability to show that in spades.

OULIN

OUGE

Memento
Four times. I paid to see
this four times. Fittingly, the
movie is filled with moments
you can't forget. The Polaroid
fading out during the opening.
The notes scrawled on the back
of pictures. The importance of
having a pen. Trying to find out
who's chasing who. Christopher Nolan's Memento is an absolute triumph of writing, directing and acting. Guy Pearce proves LA. Confidential was no fluke, and Carrie-Anne Moss plays her
role perfectly. The movie's only flaw is that you can
only see it for the first time once.

The worst of 200l's films
Not "Freddy Got Fingered," but the films that fell far short.

A Beautiful Mind
The end of this film has a title card explaining how the works of John Forbes Nash changed
politics, trade, economics, etc...Why isn't any of that in the movie? Instead we get an experiment in what it might be like to have schizophrenia. While Russell Crowe and Jennifer Connelly
are solid, Ron Howard's direction is as plain as a TV movie. Obviously written by someone who
has seen The Sixth Sense a few too many times, the movie plays like Fight Club without any real
importance. If what John Forbes Nash did was so great, why is this Mind is in the gutter?

A.I.-Artificial Intelligence
If the movie ended when Haley Joel did a Fugitive off the building, maybe it would've been
decent. Crappy, overly long endings aside, the FIRST scene of the movie contains this snippet
of dialogue: "How can you get a human to love it back?" Gee, thanks for mapping that out for
us Mr. Spielberg. No subtext, no thematic interests, A.I. is nothing but futuristic ideas ripped
straight out of Blade Runner and TV's "Small Wonder."

Vanilla Sky
Tom Cruise playing a spoiled, attractive rich guy (what a stretch!). Cameron Crowe making another overrated movie set to his music collection. Plus, a tacked on ending that INVENTS technology so the ending is "plausible." Penelope Cruz is fantastic in this film, and it
is really a shame, because her performance is about the only saving grace. Instead of saying
something about pop culture by having the main character simply think he looks like Tom
Cruise, or referencing pop culture that someone might actually know, the movie falls far short
of accomplishing anything grand. About as exciting as a Monet painting.
PHOTOS:

moviefone.com
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Hot shows on the tube: Wliat we tune

m

oz
HBO

Originally,
OZ seemed like
nothing more
than an excuse to
use
HBO's
broadcasting liberties. What the
show has evolved
into is a weekly
tour de force that
zigs and zags
through more
characters than a
Robert Altman
Film. Brash and violent, OZhas grown into television's
most shocking show.

□

The Simpsons
FOX

While this show
may never again reach
the high points of its
3rd through 6th season, Fox's flagship
show continues to reinvent itself and comedy on television. This
past fall's slate contained some of the
freshest shows to date,
with
its
annual
Treehouse of Horror
reestablishing the series as the place on your television dial to find deliciously biting satire. Mmmmmmmmm satire.

Sex in the City
HBO
The hot HBO
show that breaks
all the rules continues to heat up your
TV with topics
from orgasms to
relationships.
Many claim the
show is unrealistic,
but who's really interested in another
boring sitcom revolving around the
nuclear family?
For the chicks, the constant guy bashing will keep you
interested. And for the guys, the fact that 'Sex' is included in the title should spark some excitement. I'm
sure that last Sunday's episode caused heartbreak for
die hard fan when Carrie and Aidan called it quits.

Ill

into weekly

BY MARIA DERUCCIO

m
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C.S.I.
CBS

Only in its
second season,
this show is no
longer riding the
coattails of its
cushy post-Survivor slot and now
growing on its
own. The show
boasts a great
cast, labrynithic
plots and great
special effects.
William Peterson's Gil Grissom continues to be the
cast's standout. Every week, he evolves more into TV's
most complex character outside of the Jersey Mob.

El

Six Feet Under
HBO

Television's best new show since The Sopranos
may have a weak premise (life in a funeral home), but
every week this past
summer, Alan Ball's
sadistic take on life
and death continu/
ally raised the bar for
serious television
drama. As if death
wasn't enough, the
show has also tackled such topics as
Catholicism, homosexuality and relationships with such depth and subtlety that it becomes
easy to forget the show's morbid tone.

m

Gilmore Girls
WB

The WB
definitely gets a
bad reputation...
hello Dawson's
Creek. However, Gilmore
Girls is super
cute and funny.
The show isn't
based on cold
hearted drama,
but the storyline is usually pretty believable . An unwed thirty-something woman with a nagging mother
and a teenage daughter gives Gilmore Girls a plot worth
watching.

J^

The West Wing
NBC

Sure, it is preachy at times, and often some of the
debates seem fueled by the producers desires to have a
discussion on gun control that week, but this show still
remains exciting Last spring's final shows were the
best to date, coming
to a huge climax
featuring Martin
Sheen facing off
against the Almighty in the National Cathedral.
While this season THE WEST WING
may have gotten off
to a slow start, let's hope we have President Bartlett to
kick around for four more years.

Iffgs ,

Will and Grace

The Sopranos

NBC

HBO

Two
gay guys
proud of
their sexuality and their
sparky
friend
Grace have
kept Will and Grace in the top ten and still a highly
competitive show. Grace's work life is constantly a
mess due to her unusual assistant Karen, who's obnoxious voice and off the wall comments will make
your cheeks hurt from laughter. Will and Grace is considered, by many, a great comedy and is a huge reason
viewers tune in every Thursday to NBC's Must See
TV lineup. While most shows continue to rely on sticking to their format, Will and Grace continues to impress by tackling subjects that no one would have ever
expected from a show with this kind of premise.

Ravioli
and guns, what
more can create
an award winning
show?
HBO's television milestone
did excactly
what viewers
didn 't want this past season. Instead of showing wise
guys having fun and doing the bad things we love to
watch, the show pulled Tony back down to his level,
making us realize what a slime ball he is. Meanwhile,
Dr. Melfi's rape was easily the most horrible thing many
have seen on television, and her subsequent refusal for
revenge was a huge let down, but it kept the show true
to its characters. The Soprano crew may have not done
what we wanted, but in today's television climate, that
should be praised.

Friends

The worst TV shows

NBC

Follow Buffy the Vampire Slayer to the UPN Network

Yeah, I know
this is a practical
choice for the
number
one
choice,
but
Friends has totally
redeemed itself
this
season.
Rachel is pregnant
with baby Gellar
and Joey suddenly
thinks he's in love
with her. The plot has been building this season and
the show is getting hot. Rumors of the last season have
caused viewers to hold Friends close at heart in 2002.

Ally McBeal
FOX
Calista and her
crew have totally gone
down the tubes. Sorry
FOX, even by introducing Jersey's finest rock
star into the cast, the
show's ratings suck!
Ally McBeal is now an
expired show, cancel the
show before it goes
down in history as completely stupid.

Who wants
to b e a
Millilonairer
ABC
Regis,
Regis,
Regis... Your time in the
lime-light are completely over. So, throw
out those fancy ties and
concentrate on your cohost Kelly. The phrase
"life-line" makes us
sick!
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Q fj x StarSailor drowns!

Walsh, Byrne, Westhead and Stelfox chillin' in a meadow
BY CHRIS DONATO

StarSailor one of the UK's biggest
new bands has released its first album
Love Is Here. The band, a quartet led
by James Walsh the lead singer, also contains Barry Westhead, the keyboard
player, James Stelfox, the bassist, and
Ben Byrne, the drummer. Walsh writes all
the band's songs and
also plays lead guitar.
If his songs are
actual anecdotes of
real life experiences
then he is the most depressed middle class
individual that I have
ever heard about. Every song consists of
him whining about
girls and love which,
is fine except for the
fact that every experience ends on a sad
note. Love is a valid topic for
songwriting but it should be left to those
who have really loved and not just lusted.
The band claims their main influences are Jeff Buckley, Neil Young, Bob
Dylan, and The Beatles. Although the
only obvious influence you will notice
is Buckley.
The CD begins with "Tie Up My

m

Hands" the best song on the disc. The
lyrics seem intriguing while the beat although constant keeps the listener interested. Walsh's voice, similar to Jeff
Buckley's, is emotional and creates a
feeling of weight and importance.
The music itself has an eerie penetrating vibration that adds to the ambiance created
by
Walsh.
"Poor Misguided Fool",
the
second
song, also tries
to stir the emotion of the listener. The song
describes a
person being
told what to do
and the rebelling that takes
place to combat the bad advice.
The vocals are still wavering but
now more annoying and the guitar riffs
are once again monotonous. By song
three "Alcoholic" I began to question if
the CD was ever going to pick up, which
it didn't, and also had to hold myself
back from skipping ahead to other songs.
The fun continues with songs with
names like "She Just Wept", "Talk her

cData

Grade: F

Artist:
StarSailor
CD: StarSailor
Label: Capitol

down", and "Love is here". I am not sure
exactly how StarSailor convinced Steve
Osbourne, U2s producer, into helpLead Singer and Abercrombie model
ing them create their first CD but
wannabe, James Walsh
he must be kicking himself now.
Most of the lyrics appear to
have meaning but upon examination they prove to be nonsense. For
example: "Feel sick after every
meal/ I take cause I know the life
from your burning wheel/ Blown
away/Sleep I sleep every day wipe
the cob webs away/ I need to be
loVed Christ I am out of my mind/1
need to be loved I need to be loved."
Although I would like to tell
you that I made that up I didn't it is
in fact the first line from their song
"Good Souls". The record label explains that, "the lyrics posses a
beautiful simplicity that allows the
listener to interpret his/her own
meaning".
This "simplicity" and vagueness is exactly what almost forced
me to the ground unconscious by
the end of the CD. The combination of Walsh's slow moving voice
and the continuos beat makes this
CD a prime choice for bedtime
music. Besides that it is good for
nothing and I wouldn't waste my
time.
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THIS WEEK IN

SPORTS
Men's Basketball

Swimming & Diving

Getting better

Loss to Holy Cross

Freshman big man Deng Gai garnered MAAC player of the week
honors as the Stags went 2-1. Gai recently led the team with 17
points in a recent 64-53 win away to Loyola.

Ice Hockey

Both the women's and the men's swim teams lost to Holy
Cross last Saturday, 125-118,129-112 respectively. The
women are now 3-8, and the men now stand at 3-6.

Women's Basketball

t 1\

Dry spell

Fairfield went a frustrating 0-2 on the week, dropping two games
to Mercyhurst in Erie Pennsylvania, 3-1 and 3-2. Casey
LaFlamme scored the lone goal for Fairfield in their most recent
game, while Lyon Porter netted both goals in the 3-2 loss.

Upcoming Events:
Friday, January 25

On a hot streak

Scherene Isidora was named the MAAC's player of the week
award en route to helping Fairfield to a 3-0 week. The junior
scored a team-high 18 points in a win against Niagara on the
road. Janelle McManus, formerly of Boston College, transferred to Fairfield and will be available to play next Sptring.

BALANCED
REPORTING...
V

Ice hockey vs. UConn, 8 pm
Saturday, January 26
Ice Hockey @ UConn, 7:30 pm
Men's basketball @ Marist, 8 pm
Swimming and Diving vs. CCSU, 1 pm
Sunday, January 27
Women's basketball @ Loyola, 2pm
Ice Hockey, Development, 6:30 pm

BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
ONLINE EXCLUSIVES
FASTER UPDATES

Tuesday, January 29
Women's basketball vs. St. Peter'sv5:30 pm
Men's basketball vs. Niagara, 7:30 pm

>A

EVERYTHING STAGSPORTS
WWWJFAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM
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Wanted: more superfans
COMMENTARY
BY PAUL HART

It's only the middle
of January and I am consumed by an early case of
March Madness. No, it's
not spring break I'm looking forward to, but the
NCAA tournament, with
big time college basketball games with the likes
of Duke, Florida, Maryland, and Kansas.
And this season, even
the overlooked Fairfield
Stags have the NCAA
tournament on their mind.
With the heralded addition
of Ajou Deng to the Stags
lineup, the only piece of
the puzzle still in question
is the sixth man, the home
court advantage provided
by the fans.
I don't know about
you, but whenever I turn
on ESPN and there's a
college basketball game,
the thing that strikes me
the most is the arena full Fairfield has some great fans, but those guys in the bottom left corner clearly aren't interested...
Photo:
of fans. At the tip-off, the
fans are always on their feet, scream- day for your university, but you can then
ing and jumping up and down until the take pride in the fact that you helped your
first basket is scored.
team win.
Clearly what comes to mind is the
I have been to all the home games
Cameron Crazies, the Blue and White- as a member of the pep band and, take it
clad fans at Duke University. During from me, you will not be disappointed if
the recent Duke game against Maryland, you go to a game. You will be enterthe players on the court could feel the tained by blocks, dunks, and fast-paced
court shaking underneath their feet as action of Fairfield basketball along with
the game started.
its Red Sea of fans. So come support
I know Duke is a great basketball your Fairfield Men and Women's basteam with national prominence and our ketball teams in their quest to reach the
58 Post Road
team is below .500 in one of the weaker NCAA tournament.
Across from Ashe Creek Saloon
conferences, but all that aside, there is
no reason we can't have nearly the same
fan support that Duke and many other
colleges enjoy.
This year's squad is very talented
and will only get better as the season
progresses. At the Jan. 14 game both
Ajou Deng and Deng Gai put on a show
with many impressive rejections and
three near successful alley-oop tries.
These two big men, along with Co-Captain Sam Spann and the rest of the supporting crew, bring to the court an explosive array of talent and skill that puts
Fairfield in a position to dethrone last
year's conference champion Iona.
The difference may come down to
the fans and the atmosphere at the new
Take a FREE Practice GMAT, GRE, LSAT or MCAT at Fairfield University.
Arena at harbor yard. Much credit
MCAT & LSAT practice tests will be given on February 9th at 11am.
should be given to the so-called "super
GMAT & GRE practice tests will be given on February 23rd at 1pm.
fans" that show their Stag spirit at games
dressed in black and red. But their efforts are not enough.
To register, call or visit us online today!
We need more people to come to
home basketball games. You don't have
to be a super fan with a painted face, all
I ask is that you bring you vocal support. You as a fan can make a difference and this is how it works. If the
arena is full of people rooting for the
home team, yelling at the other team and
trying to distract them as they shoot free
throws at the foul line, then you will not
only have given up two hours of your
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

MikeTheile

GRASMERE BARBER SHOP

$15 HAIRCUT SPECIAL!

Open 10-6 Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

259-9132

<3ffiS) d2£> <EE* (SEE*

How would
you score?

Take a FREE

Practice Test at

Kaplan's Test Drive
and find out!

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com/testdrive
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College basketball season
heating up at halfway point
BY BRIAN RIO

With the college basketball season
at its midway point, several stories have
captured the attention of fans at Fairfield
and throughout the nation. Staff writer
Brian Rio takes inventory of the season
so far.
The Ajou Deng Era Begins at
Fairfield: The Fairfield Men's basketball team is following a nice blueprint
for success and national recognition. It
began with the hiring of Tim O'Toole
four years ago, a coach with a winning
pedigree and valuable years of experience under coaching wizards Mike
Krzyzewski of Duke and Jim Boeheim
of Syracuse. This year, O'Toole brought
in his most sparkling freshman recruiting class, led by forwards Deng Gai and
guards Kudjo Sogadzi and Tyquawn
Goode. But perhaps O'Toole's most
valuable off-season pickup was muchheralded 6-10 center Ajou Deng.
A transfer from Uconn, Deng made
his official Fairfield debut in a loss to
UNC-Wilmington on December 28. Despite a less-than-stellar night that Friday,
Deng has since been nothing short of
unbelievable. Through six MAAC contests, he-ranked among the top ten in five
conference stats: scoring (17.5 ppg), rebounding (8.7), field-goal percentage
(.521), 3-pt percentage (.556), and blocks
(1.83). But more important than personal
achievements is the fact that Deng is
helping the team win. Since he entered

the Stags' starting lineup, the team has
forgotten about a 1-5 start to pull to a
.500 record in MAAC play. As the squad
continues to gel, Deng and cousin Deng
Gai create a formidable defensive presence in paint, while relieving some of
the scoring pressure from swingman
Sam Spann at the other end.
Rick Pitino Returns to Kentucky:
After three-and-a-half pitiful seasons of
dismantling a once-glorious Celtics'
franchise with the swift devastation of a
one-ton wrecking ball, Rick Pitino went
back to what he had success with in the
past... coaching college basketball in
Kentucky. But in his second go-round
in the college ranks, Pitino entered Rupp
Arena in an unfamiliar role: as head
coach of the visiting Louisville Cardinals. The blue-clad home crowd was
rowdier than Fairfield seniors at an open
bar event (well...not exactly). One sign
read: "Celtics Better off Since You Left"highlighting the letters of the station that
aired the nationally televised contest.
Both Celtics and Wildcats' fans were
somewhat vindicated that Saturday, with
Tubby Smith's Kentucky team pulling
away in the second half and drubbing
Pitino's Cardinals 82-62.
To Pitino's credit, however, he has
guided Louisville to an 11-5 record thus
far and has added 6-10 University of
Kentucky castoff Marvin Stone to his
roster. But after losing seven game starter
and McDonald's AU-American point
guard Carlos Hurt to a back injury and

MAKE A NEW NEW YEARS RESOLUTION

'America's #/ Fastest Growing Fitness Concept'

You're not a football player, so why workout like one? Curves is a complete
workout in just 30 minutes. Boost your metabolism and strength train
while you burn off the inches. It's casual, hassle free and just for women.
Workout when you want to and how much you want to. You set the pace.

Staff Rates Too!
Call or stop by!
Only Minutes from
Fairfield University
& Sacred Heart U.

I
f i

319-0842
Post Road Plaza
222 Post Road
Fairfield, CT

STUDENT
MEMBERSHIP

$99
JAN THRU MAY'02
Valid at Fairfield location only

dropping three of five in ConferenceUSA play, we'll soon see if the Cardinals end up looking more like Pitinos'
old Celtics.
Bob
Knight
Takes Over
at Texas
Tech: Fans
in Lubbock
are counting
on Coach
Knight to
turn around
a team that
won
ten
games last
year, with
only four of
them coming in Big 12
conference
play. While
Knight's 133 record so
far appears
impressive,
most of the
Red Raider
wins have
come
against cup- Bob Knight: He's mad
cakes.
Forthcoming Big 12 battles will serve
as the true measuring stick for Knight's
success, and Tech hasn't fared well with
league foes to this point. But while fans
in Texas anxiously await a winning season, college basketball fans around the
country are just waiting for Knight to
snap.
While we haven't seen chairs careening across the hardwood at Jones
Stadium (yet) or the General's big paws
around the neck of a freshman who just
turned the ball over (yet), Coach Knight
has not changed his aggressive coaching style and overall demeanor. He has
done alright with keeping his emotions
in check during his brief tenure at Texas
Tech, although he did challenge the manager of Houston's Compaq Center to a
brawl. Apprently the man took issue with
Knight's comment that the visitor's
locker room would be too small for four
midgets. Well-known for press conference outbursts, the Compaq manager
should have realized that that was just
Bob Knight being Bob Knight.
No. 1 Uconn Women Defeat No. 2
Tennessee: No rivalry in women's basketball matches the fervor and intensity
of Uconn-Tennessee, so when the two
teams met earlier this month I tuned in
to see what the hype was all about. Both
undefeated and ranked number one
(Uconn) and two (Tenn), the matchup on
January 5th was much anticipated, especially in Husky nation. A sold-out
crowd in Knoxville (the largest crowd
ever to watch a women's basketball
game: 24,611), most wearing that obnoxious Tennessee bright orange, along with
national TV coverage on CBS pointed
the spotlight directly on another epic
battle in the heated rivalry.
A back and forth skirmish through
the first-half, sophomore Diana Taurasi

stepped up in the second twenty, knocking down clutch shots en route to a career high 32 points on 11-for-16 shoot-

Photo: salon.com

ing. Finishing a layup after a rough hack,
she ran to the hoop support and punched
the orange pad that covered it. When
asked about her reaction to the and-one
play, Taurasi said she saw orange and just
had to hit it. With the Huskies still ranked
number one and the Lady Vols hanging
around in the third spot, Taurasi and her
Uconn teammates seem poised to go after their orange nemesis again this postseason.
Underdogs are Kings...at Least
for a Weekend: In what were arguably
the most exciting and unpredictable 48
hours in college basketball regular season history, the weekend of January 5th
proved that the college game continues
to thrive despite losing talent to the pros.
The top ten was sent into a tailspin with
(4) Virginia, (5)Oklahoma St., (7)Illinois,
(8)Kentucky and (9)Iowa losing league
openers. Other ranked teams to lose that
Saturday were (12)Boston College,
(17)Michigan State, (21)Miami and
(25)Marquette.
But the granddaddy of them all did
not come until the next day. The topranked Duke Blue Devils arrived in
sunny Tallahassee for what was billed
as a harmless opening to ACC play
against the hapless Seminoles of Florida
State. Instead, the usually invincible
Dukies left the sunshine state with an
unfamiliar strike in the loss column. The
Blue Devils Achilles heel that Sunday
was foul-shooting, as Dick Vitale's personal hero Jason Williams missed six
straight from the charity stripe in the last
6 minutes. Military vet Monte
Cummings awkward runner with 7.4
seconds left iced the game for Florida
State and proved why all students should
show up for Fairfield games at
Harbor Yard...because college basketball
is Awesome!
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Fairf ield's French connection
Frosh guard leads by example
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Homesick? Imagine being
over 3,000 miles from home and
having seen your family only
once in the last five years.
Enter the life of freshman
guard Kudjo Sogadzi.
Sogadzi, who averages over
eight points per game for the
Stags, came to the United States
in September of 1998 from
France to pursue his basketball
career. Sogadzi has had to overcome several hurdles to get to
this point in his life, but believes
it has all been worth it
"It's tough to leave your
family behind like that but I get
a free education here and get to
pursue my basketball career,"
Sogadzi said. "My dad was
against me leaving France. But
my mom was offered a tennis
scholarship when she was
younger andsheturnedit downand she's regretted it all her life.
She didn't want me to regret not
takingtheopportunitythatlhad
Ifs been worth it for me."
Sogadzi visited his parents
and three brothers and three sisters in his home just south of
Paris for the first time last sumSogadzi leads the Stags off the court
mer since leaving France five
years ago. When he first came
to the United States he arrived in New- and his role on AAU teams helped him
ark, New Jersey, where he played for receive offers from other MAAC schools
East Side High School. The coach of such as Marist and Rider. However,
the team put him up in a housing devel- Sogadzi felt thatFairfieldwould provide
opmentwhere Sogadzi saidhe livedil- him with the better education and has
legally with two other students with made an immediate impact on the Stags'
similar backgrounds-one also from youthful team this year as both a starter
and offthe bench. Sogadzi ranks fourth
France and the other fromYugoslavia.
For the last two years, Sogadzi has on the Stags for scoring this season, inbeen living with Alvin Carter, also a cluding a career-high 22 points against
freshman on Fairfield's basketball team. Manhattan on January 10.
"Kudjobringsatremendous amount
Carter andhis family welcomed Sogadzi
into their home when Sogadzi was forced of energy to the team-he'sinfectious with
to leave East Side after people began to his enthusiasm/'said head coachTim
learn of his living arrangement
OToole. "When Kudjo's confident, he
"I hadno objections with Kudjo.We can be one of the best guards in the
knew each other since we were team- league"
Sogadzi has grown accustomed to
mates on an AAU basketball team,"
Carter said. "I had brothers and sisters- being so far from his family, who he talks
I had no problem sharing space. Kudjo to three times a month, but hopes to visit
and I lived in my basement together."
them again in August and plans to be
"Alvin is great. He's like-he is a closer to home after college when he
stepbrother to me," Sogadzi said. hopes to continue his basketball career
"We've been together for two years in Europe.
In the meantime, Sogadzi andCarter
now."
Although Sogadzi played just two are thrifledat the opportunity to continue
full years of high school basketball, in to live and play basketball together at
his senior season at Nyack High School Fairfield.
"It was a good opportunity for both
in Nyack, New York, Sogadzi earned
League Player of the Year and was of us to come to Fairfield/'said Carter,
named one of the top 50 basketball play- who decided to red-shirt his freshman
ers in NewYork State by foxsports.com. season as a Stag.
Sogadzi's superior senior season
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INSIDE SPORTS
Will Fairfield ever have the
same support as schools like
UConn, Duke, and Indiana?

